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For any neighborhood interconnection pattern on a one-dimensional binary 
tessellation structure, we establish the existence of indecomposable (prime) parallel 
maps, i.e., parallel maps that cannot be composed from a sequence of parallel maps on 
a one-dimensional binary t~sellation structure with a simpler neighborhood inter- 
connection pattern. The result is established for a natural and general definition of 
the concept of a simpler neighborhood interconnection. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are very few results in mathematics dealing with function decompositions. 
Some of the special properties of parallel maps have enabled us to obtain some partial 
results on this topic for certain tessellation structures. Our main result has the following 
interpretation. A parallel map can be defined on any given tessellation structure that 
cannot be programmed by a compostion of parallel maps on any tessellation structure 
with a simpler neighborhood interconnection pattern. We conjecture that our results 
can be extended to any state sets of higher cardinality, to arrays of higher dimension, 
and to other criteria of neighborhood interconnection complexity. 
Although the basic definitions have appeared in the literature many times, for the 
convenience of the reader and for completeness, we shall quickly present hem once 
again. Let A be a finite nonempty set, and Z a the set of all d-tuples of integers. Any 
mapping c: Z d --~ A will be called an (array) configuration. Let Xbe  an n-tuple (n >~ 1) 
of distinct d-tuples of integers (the neighborhood stencil). Let X = (il ..... i~), we 
define 
by 
Nx:  Z ~ -~ (Zd) " 
Nx( i )  = (; + ,'1 .... , i + in). 
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Each component of Nx(i ) is called a neighbor of location i (relative to stencil X). For 
any configuration c, let c~: (za) ~ --~ A" be defined by: 
c"(j ,  ,..., A )  = (c ( j , )  . . . . .  cU . ) ) -  
Let C be the set of all array configurations for A and Z a, and let o: A" -*  A be an 
arbitrary (local) map. A mapping 
rx.o: C--~ C, 
will be called a parallel map (on the set of array configurations) when for any c e C, 
rx.o(c) = c' if and only if 
c ' :Z  a Nx (Za),, c"  A" O ,A .  
Alternatively, for any i e Z a, 
c'(i) = o(c"(Nx(i))) .  
Let X and X '  be arbitrary stencils over Z a. X '  is said to be simpler than X, and we 
write X '  < X, if each component of X '  is also a component of X, and there is some 
component of X not a component of X' .  
A parallel map ~'x.o is called X'-decomposable if X '  < X and there exist local maps 
o 1 ,..., r k such that 
TX.a  ~ TX, .q  ~ o TX, o~_.I o " 9 ' c TX, o t . 
A parallel map rx. ~ is called X'-indecomposable if it is not equal to any composition 
of parallel maps each defined on the simpler neighborhood stencil X ' .  
If  we designate one symbol in A as the quiescent symbol, denoted 0, then we can 
define the set of finite configurations Cv as the set of all array configurations with only 
finitely many locations containing nonquiescent symbols. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Our main result, which is established in Section 4, is limited to structures with 
one-dimensional rrays and binary state alphabets. We shall prove that for any 
neighborhood stencil X and for any X '  such that X '  < X there exists a local map a 
such that the parallel map rx.,: Ce-~ Cv is X'- indecomposable. Our proof requires 
that a number of auxilia W concepts and results be established first. 
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3. PRELIMINARIES 
I f  X = (i x ,..., in) is a stencil and cr: A n ~ A a local map, it may be that o is in- 
dependent of some of its components in the following sense. A local map ~ is said to 
be independent of its ith component if for any a, b ~ A, 
o(at ,..., a i -x ,  a, ai~-t ..... an) = o(a  I . . . . .  a i _ t ,  b, a ,+ t . . . . .  an) 
for any a t , . . . ,  a i_  1 , a i+  1 , . . . ,  a n f f  .,zl. 
Clearly, for any pair X, o there exists a pair X ' ,  a'  such that 
TXo o ~ TX, ,o '  , 
where ~' is not independent of any of its components. X '  is a part of X,  comprising 
just  those components of X on which o depends. Then  o' is o tailored to X' .  In  this 
case we say o' is reduced. 
LEMMA 1. Let )~ = (i x ,..., in) and X 2 = (ikt ..... ik,) be stencils whose components 
are permutations of one another. For any crx: A n --* .4, there exists a oz: A n --~ A such 
that 
"/'XI,O 1 = TX2,o 2 9 
Proof. Define (~z :An-*A  from o 1 as follows. For any (a t ..... a, )EA" ,  
o2(a~ ,..., a~,) = a if and only if ax(ax ..... an) = a. 
Although we shall not use the result in this paper, for the sake of completeness we 
note the following. Let X t = (i x ..... i , )  and X 2 = (ix ..... j,~) be different neighborhood 
stencils that are not permutations of one another. If  at: A n -+ A and o2: A m --~ A are 
any reduced maps, then 
q"Xl~a I =~ TX2~ 2 9 
We can establish the validity of this in the following manner.  Assume n ~> m and 
suppose i~ is not a component of X a. Since 01 is reduced there exists c~ 1 = 
(al ..... ak-a,  a, a~+ a .... , a,)  and ~2 = (al ..... ak-1, b, ak+t ..... an)  such that ~1(oLI) :# 
at(q) .  Let q be any array configuration such that the consecutive symbols in a t are 
contained in locations i + i x , i + i 2 .... , i + in for some i, and let ca differ from c x only 
in location i -  ik where c2(i + ik )= b. Location i would then contain different 
symbols in array configurations rx1.o,(Cx) and ~-x1.~1(c2), but not in array configurations 
TX~,GI (s  and rxv~2(c2) no matter which 02 is chosen. 
Let XI = (il ..... in) and X 2 = (jr ,..-,J,~) be neighborhood stencils for d-dimensional 
arrays. By the direct sum X t @ X2 of these stencils we shall mean the set {i 1 + J r ,  
i t+ j2  .... , i t+ j , , , i sz - jx  .... , i2 - - j ,~  .... , i n+ ix  ..... i n+ i ra ) -  
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If X is a stencil and S a subset of Z a) then X C S will mean that each component 
of X is in S. 
LEMMA 2. The composition of any two parallel maps on the configurations C of an 
array is also a parallel map on C, and i f  
"J'X2,0 ! O "/'aVl,el = "~X,o ) 
where o is reduced, then 
x c_ x l  | x~. 
Proof. Let X 1 ----(il ..... i ,)  and Xz----(ix ..... J,~). For arbitrary c EC,  let 
zxl.,l(c ) -~ c' and let U-xvoa(c' ) = c ~. I f  for any i EZ  a, c ( i )=  af ,  then c ' ( i )=  
O'l(a~+ix . . . .  , a~+i,)) and 
c'(i) = ~[~1(a . ,~+;1  .... , a . , .+ ;~) ,  ~l(a,+;~+~, ..... a ,+ , . . )  ..... ~(a~+; ,+~. ,  .... a,+,~+;.)] 
: ty~(ai+il+i l  , . . . ,  a (+ i l+} m , a i - i , -~ i t  , . . . ,  ai~-iz+y,n , . . . ,  at'+~n§ I , . . . ,  a i . in+/m) .  
Finally, c~ is then o' reduced. 
For any stencils X x and Xe defined on a d-dimensional rray, it is not difficult to 
find local maps cq, ~2 such that 
TXI.Ol o TX2,tr z - - -  TX,e 
where a is reduced and every element of X 1 O )(2 is a component of X. Although it is 
also not difficult to find examples where the set of components of X is not equal to 
X1 Q X~, it is not always possible to find for an arbitrarily given subset of Xx @ Xa 
a ~q and o 2 such that for reduced ~, the set of components of X is exactly the given 
subset. 
4. THE EX ISTENCE OF IN 'DECOMPOSABLE PARALLEL  MAPS 
If X 1 ----- (i x ,..., i~) is a stencil and if X 2 = (i 1 + k ..... i ,  + k), then X~ is said to 
have arisen from X 1 by "shifting the affected location by k." For such X x and 2 3 , any 
configuration c, and any local map a, 7Xvo(C ) ----c x and "rxvo(C ) = c 2 are such that 
for any i, q( i )  ~- c~(i - -  k), i.e., c 1 and c 2 differ by a "shift of k". For our proof it 
will be necessary to limit any stencil (for one-dimensional rrays) to one with the 
following normal form: 
(i-(~-x), i-(.-z) ..... i_ I , 0), 
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where for each j,  k, - - (n  - -  1) ~ j ,  k ~ --1,  i f j  < k, then 6 < i~ < 0. In light of 
Lemma 1, Section 3, and the remarks above, we seem to be losing little generality 
with this restriction. In order to make our proof of Theorem ! below a little clearer, 
we shall also consider stencils to be contiguous, i.e., of the form 
( - - (n - -  1), - - (n - -  2),..., - -1,  0) 
As will be seen, the proof does not depend on the contiguity of X. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be an arbitrary stencil in normal form for a one-dimensional 
binary tessellation structure. For any X '  such that X '  < X, there exists a local map cr 
such that ~'X.o: Cr ~ C~ is X'-indecomposable. 
Proof. Let X =-- ( - - (n  - -  1), - - (n  - -  2) ..... - -1,  0). We can assume that X '  has 
all but one of the components of X and that it is in normal form. Let the missing 
component be -- i ,  and let ~: {0, I}" ~ {0, 1} be defined as follows: 
o~0, 0,..., 0, 0) = 0, 
o~0,0 ..... 0 ,1 )=0,  
also, for any x I ,..., x;_ 1 , xi-1 ..... x ,_  1 ~ {0, 1 } 
~(X 1 ..... Xi__I, 1, Xi~ 1 .... , X,_ 1 , 1) = 1, 
~Xl ..... Xi--X, 1, Xi+l .... , X,_ 1, 0) =0,  
further, if x i --- x ,  -= O, and if exactly one of x 1 ,..., x i -1,  x~+l ,..., x,-1 equals 1, then 
o(x 1 ,..., x,) --=- I. Local map o on all other arguments can be defined arbitrarily. Note 
that r is reduced. 
Suppose now, that there exist local maps 0" 1 , . . . ,  O'k such that 
TX.o  == TX, .o  ~ o TX , .~rk_ l  o "" ' o T X ,  o~. , 
i.e., assume Zx. o is X'-decomposable.  
It will be convenient to represent the contents of the locations of a one-dimensional  
array in a configuration c as follows. Suppose c(k + i) = hi, 1 <~ i ~ j ,  for some 
integer k and positive integer j ,  and suppose c(k + i) = 0 for all i < 1 and all i > j .  
Then  the contents of c can be represented by: 
b t b 2 "" be ~J. 
I fc( i )  = 1 and for a l l j  < i, c(j) = O, then we say that the leftmost 1ofc is in location 
i, or c(i) = I L. 




For  each ~E{0, 1) "-2 
0"1(~0) =~ O'l(Otl ). 
Suppose  O,l(fl0 ) =-o. l ( f l l  ) for some fl =- b~b 2 "" b . _  2 . Let 
C a : Ob I . . .  b i _x lb  i . . .  b . _20~ 
c 2 :=- ~b I .." b i_ l lb  i " .  b. 210, 
where 1 L for both c 1 and c 2 are in the same location. Hence, q and co. differ only in 
one location; call this location i. I f  ca' and c 2' are the respective final configurations 
that arise from q and c2 by applying .rx, o , then from the definition of ~, q'( i)  = 0 and 
cz'(i ) --:: 1. From our assumption that TX.,, is X'-decomposable, from our assumed 
normal form for X' ,  and from Lemma 2, Section 3, the symbols in q'( i)  and c2'(i )
could not have depended in any way on the contents of any location j, j > i at any 
step during the application of the maps of the composition. Since Zx,%(C l )  and ~-x,,oa(C2) 
agree for all locations j, j ~< i by virtue of the supposition that o~(fl0) = o.x(fll), the 
compositions could not have given q'(i) ve c( ( i ) .  
LEMMA 3. Let  a':(0,  ]}n-l"--}{0, l} be such that  fo r  any  ~xe{0, 1} n-2 a'(a,0) 4: 
o,'(M). Then fo r  any  az, 1 ..... a2,i_ 1 , a~2,i+ 1 ..... a~.n_ 1 ~{0, 1}, there exist  axa  .... , a l . i -1 ,  
al.;+l ,-.., al., -1 ~ {0, 1} such that  
C --- Oa l ,  1 "'" a l . i _ l l a l . i+  1 " "  ax .n_ i~ 
and 
rx ,  ,(c ) --- 6a2, x ... a2.1_xxa2,i+l . . .  oa , . _O  
fo r  some x ~ {0, 1} and where  aaa and  ah,j a re  in the same locat ion in each case. 
The proof follows easily from the fact that o.'(od)) @ o'(nl). 
Let % be the first local map in the given sequence ~a, or2 ,'", o-k such that for some 
/3, gj(30) = %(/31). A simple induction beginning with Lemma 3 will establish that if 
fl = aj,la~.2 . . .  a j ,~_ 2 , then there exists a sequence al,aaa, z "" a l ,n_  2 such that if 
Cl : ~)a1,1 "'" a l , i - l l a l , i  "'" GI,n-20(~ 
and 
~ = Oaa. 1 .. .  aL i _a la l ,  i ... a l ,n_z lO  
then cl and g2 transformed by TX',~j_ ~ o "rx'oi_ 2 o "'" o ~'X'.o~ will result in the configura- 
tions 
c3 : Oa~x "'" aj, ixa~,i~ l "'" a~,._~yO 
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and 
c4 = (Ja~x "'" a~.ixa~.i+l "'" a~. ,_2~,  
where x, y, z ~ {0, 1} with y # z. Let location k be the only location on which c8 
and 74 disagree. But then ~x'.~ would take g3 and c4 to configurations that agreed on 
all locations i, i ~ k. For reasons imilar to those given in the proof of Lemma 2, the 
composition TX,.~ k o "'" o ~'X,.o z could not equal 7x. o . We have established. 
L~MMA 4. For each i, 1 ~ i ~ k and fo r  each a ~ {0, 1} "-2, 
~,(~o) # ~,(~). 
We can now prove Theorem 1 easily. Since for each i, ~1(0, 0 ..... 0) = 0, and from 
Lemma 4, al(0, 0 ..... 0, 1) = 1, the composition will transform 
0 1 (), 
where 1L is in location j, to a configuration c' such that c'( j )  = 1 and not to the con- 
figuration of all O's required by ~'x,o 9 
